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POWERING QUALITY  
EXPERIENCES &  
PRODUCTIVITY  
with IAdea Workplace  
Digital Signage Technology
Intuitive and efficient room booking on devices  
that make workplace wayfinding a breeze, with  
fully-featured multitype device management tools for  
a workplace experience that’s simply just better.
IAdea and Accruent offer a workplace management solution that enhances 
your operations, boosts productivity, elevates facility efficiency, and augments 
the employee experience. IAdea room booking panels and wayfinding  
panels—paired with EMS Software—are both agile and technologically-advanced, 
simplifying employee-to-facility engagement for greater convenience.
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TAP. BOOK. MEET.
Eliminate tedious space booking experiences and keep your 
employees focused on what’s important: their work. Advanced room  
booking and kiosk technology transforms your digital workplace.

FITS PERFECTLY INTO EXISTING  
ENTERPRISE SECURITY INFRASTRUCTURE
Integrate easily with corporate security infrastructure. Manage global 
deployments from any connected workstation.

SMART IoT ELEVATES THE  
WORKPLACE EXPERIENCE
Designed with aesthetics in mind for the professional workplace.  
Perfect for immediate room status information and easy wayfinding.

REDUCED DEPLOYMENT TIME &  
MAINTENANCE COSTS
Purpose-built, thoroughly tested and certified hardware for enterprise 
settings, drastically simplifying deployment and reducing G&A costs.

The IAdea and Accruent joint solution is flexible enough to facilitate a variety of different 
integrations and powerful enough to meet all types of workforce needs for the return to 
work. This multi-faceted solution enables the digital transition from a traditional office to 
‘any space, any place.’ Taking full advantage of new technology, it supports the increasingly 
mobile workforce, enabling a future-focused workplace and workforce dynamics. 
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SUCCESS STORY: A MULTINATIONAL 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES COMPANY

JAN-2021 #00000

42,000  Rooms Connected & Managed

50  COUNTRIES DEPLOYED TO

423,000  POTENTIAL USERS ANNUALLY

7.7M  SECURE DATA EXCHANGES ANNUALLY

ROOM BOOKING   
 • Compatible with standard company-issued HID and NFC cards, as well support for HID 

mobile access for easy check ins and outs.   

 • Clutter-free device deployments with support for PoE; easy single-cable installations.   

 • Ambient 360º halo light clearly gives users at-a-glance info on room occupation, visible 
even from afar.   

 • Well-crafted modern design with zero-gap wall, window or glass mounting effortlessly 
fits into any enterprise setting.   

 • Physical access control enhances on-premises security in privacy-sensitive  
meeting spaces.   

 • Support for QR Code enables touchless check-ins.
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WAYFINDING
 • Rapidly locate a destination and find the quickest route or browse the 

directory to find what you need.   

 • Easy access to the latest space occupancy status, driving work productivity 
and enhancing workplace experience.   

 • Flexible deployment with support for portrait or landscape modes.   

 • Tempered glass and anti-scratch enhancements better withstand daily  
use and frequent user interactivity.   

 • High-performance processers tote a smooth, responsive and vibrant  
user experience. 

DEVICE MANAGEMENT 
 • Device alerting and notifications for irregularities to help mitigate downtime.   

 • Centralized holistic device management from a single intuitive interface   

 • Device maintenance and firmware upgrade scheduling reduces impact  
to operations.   

 • From SMBs to global enterprises, there’s no limit to the devices on your network.   

 • Remote deployment, management, and troubleshooting can be done in batches 
or on a device-by-device basis.   

LEARN ABOUT THE  
IADEA & ACCRUENT 
JOINT SOLUTION

Accruent, LLC
sales@accruent.com  |  www.accruent.com  |  512-861-0726

ABOUT IADEA   

20+ Years’ Experience    
Devices Deployed in Over 50 Countries    
500,000 Devices Deployed Globally   


